1. Remove rain cover from box.
2. Unfold rain cover.
3. Place rain cover on jogger. Orientation should be with velcro strips by the front swivel jogging wheel. Feed the back panel under the parent tray and attach the velcro tabs on the back panel to the velcro tabs on the rain cover. (see Fig.1)
4. Attach velcro strips around metal tubing of jogger behind the fender. (See Fig. 2)
5. Clip plastic tabs of the rain cover on the fender of the jogger. Note: Certain models have different frame sizes and all plastic tabs may not be able to attach. If you have such a model, attach the forward-most tab only. (Fig. 3)

WARNING: THIS RAIN COVER IS NOT A TOY. TO AVOID DANGER OF SUFFOCATION, KEEP THIS RAIN COVER AWAY FROM BABIES AND CHILDREN. DO NOT USE IN CRIBS, BEDS, CARRIAGES, OR PLAYPENS.

NEVER leave this cover in place with child in stroller when exposed to direct sun or high temperature, as temperature inside may become excessive.

NEVER leave child unattended at any time.

For use only on Baby Trend model jogging strollers.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE
Do not machine was or dry.
Rain cover is NOT washable.
Wipe with cloth. Hang dry.
Do not use bleach.
Do not fold or put rain cover into storage while wet. This could cause the rain cover to mold.